
Swallowing
the gecko
THOUGH the World Health Organisation director
of communications Christy Feig is convinced that
claims that geckos can cure diseases have ab
solutely no credibility she may find it hard to
impress the international market with the va
lidity of her assertions and depress the trade in
the wall climbing lizard It is not for nothing that
the gecko is one of themost expensive ingredients
in traditional medicine Certainly its small size
has something to do with its astronomical price
But not as much as its reputation as a potent love
potion and a remedy for cancer and AIDS True
these claims may be unproven scientifically un
soundmedically and can cause harmful adverse
reactions But neither can these claims be totally
disproved in the popular imagination
In any case when it comes to traditional or

alternative medicine what inclines people to
accept as evidence of efficacy may not be the
clinical trials and other empirical tests consid
ered credible by the standards of Western
medicine What seems to be more important is
that it makes them feel better or offer hope for
relief Indeed all manner of unorthodox ther
apies that are not considered credible by con
ventionalmedicine remain popular in spite ofthe
lack of evidence Admittedly the belief that lying
down on train tracks will cure all sorts of ail

ments stretches credulity But then again
acupuncture ayurveda and other alternative
therapies also seem strange senseless and non
sensical in the eyes ofmost mainstream medical
practitioners
This is not to say that we should turn a blind

eye to quacks taking advantage of the sick prod
ucts makingmedical claims without evidence or
the threat to animal species like the gecko This is
just to say that it would be a mistake to assume
that people who resort to unconventional
medicine are just gullible or that such remedies
are nothing more than mumbo jumbo Most of
the time they are just desperate to find a cure
that is beyond mainstream medicine or just
literally sick and tired of putting up with un
wanted drug side effects While there are an
tiviral drugs to control the progress ofHIV there
is no cure for AIDS In the case of cancer though
surgery and radiotherapy are available these
treatments are not always effective While treat
ments with geckos may not work with everyone
it may work with at least some though in com
mon with all forms of medicine it may also do
harm The truth is that as long as it works or at
least as long as people believe it works many
people will continue to swallow the gecko
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